Virtual high throughput screening using combined random forest and flexible docking.
We present here the random forest supervised machine learning algorithm applied to flexible docking results from five typical virtual high throughput screening (HTS) studies. Our approach is aimed at: i) reducing the number of compounds to be tested experimentally against the given protein target and ii) extending results of flexible docking experiments performed only on a subset of a chemical library in order to select promising inhibitors from the whole dataset. The random forest (RF) method is applied and tested here on compounds from the MDL drug data report (MDDR). The recall values for selected five diverse protein targets are over 90% and the performance reaches 100%. This machine learning method combined with flexible docking is capable to find 60% of the active compounds for most protein targets by docking only 10% of screened ligands. Therefore our in silico approach is able to scan very large databases rapidly in order to predict biological activity of small molecule inhibitors and provides an effective alternative for more computationally demanding methods in virtual HTS.